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ABSTRACT

Today’s smartphones enable rich, media-enhanced
conversations. Millions of photos and billions of messages
are shared each day on smartphones. But how, exactly, are
images and web links being used in mobile conversations?
And what does this mean for the design of new mobile
communications applications? We set out to learn how
people currently share and discuss mobile media by
performing a detailed content analysis of 109 photos and
links that were shared in 2,779 messages using a mobile
messaging application deployed in the United State and
Taiwan. Through our analysis of these conversations, we
show how mobile media is used to experience the moment
together, to fill in the visual details, to provide background
context, and to exchange information. We then discuss our
results and provide two designs inspired by our findings.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, mobile instant messaging
applications such as Whatsapp and Facebook Messenger
have gained large followings among smartphone users.
Currently, Whatsapp alone delivers over 50 billion
messages per day [21]. These applications are mostly free
to download and provide services to send text messages in
addition to rich media such as photos, screenshots, and web
links to friends and family around the world.
Historically, communication via text messages, as well as
mobile photo sharing, have attracted a great deal of interest
in the CHI community. Existing literature, however, has
mostly focused on either mobile image sharing, or text
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messaging usage. Other than mentioning that they co-occur,
these two aspects of mobile communication have not been
thoroughly studied together, yet we have observed that
images and text are often interleaved in mobile
conversations. This study will extend the understanding in
how multi-media is being shared on smart phones.
By exploring the message logs between consenting users,
we can understand how multimedia is used in current
mobile messaging practice. In this paper, we describe a
content analysis of the conversations that emerged around
109 mobile photos and links that were shared in 2,779
messages through a mobile messaging application with
users in the United States and Taiwan.
We found that multimedia use in messaging is highly
contextual and is often incorporated in-the-moment as a
way to provide additional richness to something that was
said in the conversation. Often, the media that is shared is
constitutive to a subject matter rather than being the subject
itself. Through performing a content analysis of the
messaging logs, we identified four key uses of multimedia
in messaging apps: experiencing the moment together,
filling in the visual details, providing background context,
and information exchange. Our findings inspired two design
concepts to improve the experience of using mobile
messaging applications.
RELATED WORK

Over the past fifteen years, researchers have explored text
messaging behavior in a variety of contexts while others
have addressed mobile photo sharing, largely in the era
before images could be easily (and cheaply) shared in
conversations on a smart phone. There are previous efforts
to understand the interaction between text and image
communications and how users appropriate new
technologies. Various studies have performed content
analysis on visual communication via desktop instant
messaging, while others have explored photo sharing in
messaging experiences. Building on rich previous studies
on photo sharing in messages, we seek to extend the
understanding of how photos and text combine to form rich
mobile conversations.
Text and instant messaging

Research on SMS and instant messaging behaviors has
provided insight into the types of conversations that occur
and the use of various features of mobile messaging
applications. Nardi et al. [13] investigated the practice of

desktop instant messaging in a corporate setting through a
content analysis of message logs and participant interviews.
They specifically explored the process of opening a
conversation before information exchange occurs.
Since teenagers were one of the early adopters of text
messaging on mobile phones, studies on how and why they
use text messaging tried to understand how this new
technology fit into their lives [9]. Grinter & Eldridge [10]
examined teen messaging practices in a qualitative study.
Later, Grinter et al. [11] looked at the social use of text
messaging and considered the role that mobile technology
played in teens’ lives. While informative, these studies do
not include a discussion of multimedia sharing. There is
only a brief mention in the 2006 work that a URL and a
photo were shared, with no analysis of the textual content
around these sharing events.
Voida & Mynatt (2005) looked at the use of digital
photographs in computer-mediated communication. Such
studies show tjat interaction in messaging apps is shaped by
real life interactions and also by the features of technology.
The boundaries between texts and images are blurred and
they are not to be treated as one and single element in the
interaction.
With the mass adoption of smart phones and the rise of free
messaging services, messaging apps such as Whatsapp have
become popular. These applications offer new features such
as the awareness information provided by the apps, and
offer lower cost than traditional text messaging. Church and
Olivera [4] compared mobile text messaging behavior with
messaging application use in a qualitative study, using
Whatsapp as an example. In another study focusing on
Whatsapp, O’Hara et al. [14] argue that using an instant
messaging app is a form of “dwelling” in digital age.
Togetherness and intimacy are enacted through repeated
use of Whatsapp. By exploring the features and the usage of
Whatsapp, O’Hara et al. use the notion of “dwelling” to
explain how design features drive the encounters of
people’s relationships over time. While this work includes
a short subsection on media use in messaging, it does not
examine the text of the messages, nor does it provide detail
on how the images are used in conversation.
Photo sharing on mobile devices

Mobile photo sharing has been a central focus in the HCI
community. A wide variety of work has been devoted to
understanding and enriching the mobile photo sharing
experience. Work on photo sharing has focused on the
sharing practice around photos, examining how people
share physical photos, and how to design for digital photo
sharing [16]. Other studies focus on how new technology
facilitates new practices, and how existing physical sharing
practices inform the design of new digital technology [3,
12, 17-18].
Van House [17, 18] studied how people were using mobile
photo sharing to create and maintain social relationships.

She categorized camera phones to be a memory-capture,
communicative, and expressive device. In her study, she
gave their participant a feature phone with a 1-megapixel
camera and preloaded a custom photo-sharing system on it.
The system allowed the user to send images through the
phone or through email, but receivers not participating in
the study could only receive them through email. Later in a
longer, five-month study, Ames et al. [3] gave participants
similar phones, but with Flickr, ZoneTag, and Zurfer
preloaded on them. Through this work, they came up with
requirements for photo sharing applications on a variety of
devices..These studies centered their analysis on the photo
rather than any conversation around the photo, and their
central focus was on the sharing practice, rather than how
conversation was augmented through photos and other
multimedia forms inserted in the conversation.
Building systems to better support sharing practices has
also been a focus in the HCI literature. Collocated mobile
photo sharing has been explored to encourage collaborative
interaction [1, 5, 12]. Lucero et al. [12] designed and
evaluated a system to let people exchange their mobile
devices and discuss their photos face to face. In this study,
they created interaction techniques for participants to share
and discuss their photo collections on mobile devices when
they were co-located at a table.
Motivation

O’Hara et al. explored mobile messaging as an ongoing tool
to stay in touch with others [14]. Using the work of Farman
[7] and Simmel [15], they note that messaging applications
on smartphones allow users to tell stories from anywhere
and at any time, and that smartphones apps support making
discourse as well as enable it to be shared. In doing this,
O’Hara et al. point out that communication on smart
devices is a “spatio-temporal patterning through narrative
actions.” In this way, people’s relationships are enacted
“through moment by moment acts of messaging and
pausing.”
We were inspired by O’Hara et al.’s [14] concept of
“moment by moment acts of messaging” to look at how rich
media such as photos and web links contribute to “narrative
actions,” and to go deeper than previous work into
examining mobile conversations across time in everyday
practice. It is not the features of messaging applications, nor
the media itself that we are particularly interested in, but in
how the conversation is carried through in text messages
along with rich media to create an embodied narrative
composed of both types of media.
METHOD

In order to capture mobile text and photo messages in a
naturalistic setting, while ensuring that all participants were
opted-in to sharing message content with us, we created our
own messaging application, called the PairApp. We
designed the application to look very similar to the default
messaging applications on iOS and Android (see Figure 1).
Text and photo messages could be shared between pairs of

participants, and were sent over the data network, similar to
the currently-popular generation of applications such as
Whatsapp, LINE, or Facebook Messenger. Importantly,
before downloading the applications, all users had to agree
to share their message content with the research team, and
were shown explicit examples of what would be logged.
In the summer of 2014, we ran a two-site study recruiting a
broad set of participants from Northern California and
Taiwan. We chose these two sites as mobile messaging is
considered to be much more mature in Asia, with multifunctional IM applications having been available for many
years. A diverse set of participants from Northern
California provided a sample of urban, suburban, and rural
Americans. While we are not explicitly looking for
differences between the two sites given our small sample
size, we were quite interested in recruiting a very broad
range of messaging users.
We recruited 20 main participants, ten from each site, using
a professional recruiting firm to ensure diversity.
Participants ranged in age from 18–54, were half female,
and were recruited such that half of the participants did not
have a college degree. Occupations ranged from a lawyer
to an unemployed bartender. Each main participant then
chose a secondary participant that they invited to download
the application and participate in the study. This gave us 40
participants in total, consisting of 20 pairs using the
application for a period of 21 days.
In the initial interview, we installed the PairApp on
participants’ phones (either Android or iOS devices). In this
interview, no mention was made of photo sharing, and in
fact at this stage we were not particularly interested in
analyzing photos. The feature was in the application mostly
to ensure parity with existing text messaging systems. Later
analysis showed interesting data in this area, which
prompted our further analysis of photo-based conversations.
Participants used the application for 21 days as they saw fit.
We finished with a final interview where we discussed
specific instances of use as well as asked about general
messaging use throughout the study. Interviews in Taiwan
were conducted in Mandarin on Skype, while the interviews in California were conducted in person. Interview
protocols and procedures were the same in both regions.
Participants were explicitly instructed that they did not need
to use the application at all to be compensated for
participation in the study. We asked them to act as if they
just downloaded the application from the market, to use it
how they saw fit, and to stop using it if they no longer
found it useful. Our main participants could add anyone
they chose as contacts in the application. Most chose to add
significant others, while a few chose friends. Therefore, our
analysis and findings are most relevant for describing
messaging behaviors in strong-tie social relationships, and
does not explore emerging forms of group messaging or
work-based scenarios. Secondary participants had to agree
to our consent form allowing us to log their

Figure 1: The PairApp was made to look as similar as
possible to the default messaging app. Text, as well as
photo messages, could be easily shared with the recipient.

communications in order to download the application and
were given the contact information of the researchers. We
conducted short telephone or Skype interviews with the
secondary participants at the end of the study.
All qualitative data from the interviews was transcribed and
entered into a grounded theory-based affinity analysis.
Individual items of analysis were exact quotes from
participants and themes emerged across participants’ data.
We also created an affinity analysis of all conversations that
contained images, printing out all such conversations and
discovering themes that emerged across participants. This
analysis was done in a team of four, with all authors
contributing and creating a shared understanding of larger
themes that occurred across instances of media sharing.
Each of the main sections in the findings below represents
one of these cross-participant themes.
FINDINGS

Throughout the 21 days of the study, our participants sent
each other 2,779 messages. Of these, 109 contained images
or links. From our content analysis of the conversation logs
of these messages, we have identified four key uses for
sharing mobile media: (i) experiencing the moment
together, (ii) providing context, (iii) filling in the visual
details, and (iv) information exchange. In addition, we
emphasize how our participants weaved mobile media into
their messaging activity as a narrative action, rather than for
the purpose of just sending a piece of media.
Experiencing the moment together

Our first theme centers on a behavior that we repeatedly
observed where participants would use an image (or a
sequence of images) to share a moment together while
apart. We observed several examples of different types of
behavior in this category that emerged in our affinity
analysis. The first subgroup centered on images used in
sequence to create a feeling of togetherness over time. The
first example below is from a session between our

California participant number 6 (P6) and his girlfriend who
lives about 15 miles away. They are sending photos and
texts back and forth as if they were sitting at the same table,
having a series of drinks together with each other:
P6: Good evening are you home? I'm going to try the dialing
feature.

F6:
F6: Here is my first course of beverage. Cheers

P6:

F6:
F6: With an optional cookie with your tea
P6: Nice

F6:
F6: This is my next favorite. Where is yours? Cheers

P6:
F6: YUM.
F6: Have a fun evening. My message should have said this is my
next beverage. Looking forward to seeing you tomorrow and
eating cantaloupe with you.

looking mug and a similar photo angle. The analogies of the
two photos highlight the similarities in their situations and
deliver a feeling as if they were sitting next to each other,
having tea together. She acknowledged the image he sent in
reply, saying “nice!” She also encouraged him to send back
another photo by saying, “where is yours” in the later
message. The conversation is carried on through both text
and media.
None of the (generally poor quality) images, or lines of text,
can convey the feeling of drinking together that the entire
conversation conveys. The photos were not carefully taken
and they were not pretty photos, but they served the
purpose for them to have tea and drinks together in the
moment. Nor was this event “planned,” in that neither party
expected to be sharing this moment of drinking. But
through the photo of the cup, rapid and spontaneous
interaction was supported to create this shared moment.
Another subgroup in this theme contained examples of how
everyday conversations could be enhanced with a photo of
a person to create a feeling of togetherness. These images
are woven into mundane conversations, such as “good
morning” messages or mid-day check-ins and can show
implicit affection to the conversational partner. These
photos of themselves, their kids, or flowers and plants at
home often also contained explicitly stated messages of
love sent to their family members. In these cases,
participants sent each other words first, and then photos, to
enhance the feeling of togetherness.
P4’s wife messaged that she loved him and then sent a
photo of their daughter dressed up as Cinderella. Her words
and photo evoked a loving response before the topic then
shifted to coordination:
F4: Hi love
F4: Miss you

P6: In deed. No [john] yet no word from [John] has not responded
to a text so I don't know if he is showing up if he doesn't I'll be kind
of bummed.
F6: That is a pisser. Can you call him?
P6: He just let me know he is coming
F6: Cool !
P6: Night. Sweet dreams.
F6: U2

As the log shows, the conversation is carried through using
both photos and texts. They were not co-located, but used
the messaging app to create a sense of togetherness,
drinking wine or beer and sharing cookies with tea by
sending each other photos of the beverages that they were
enjoying at the moment.
This process of experiencing the moment together is made
possible in a continuous action throughout the evening
comprised of mundane photos and texts of inviting words
and positive responses. P6’s friend first sent a teacup halffilled with tea and said “cheers.” Getting the invitation, P6
sent back a half finished cup of beverage in a similar-

F4:

[image blurred]

P4: Awww she is too cute!
F4: Cinderella
F4: What time are we going for the walk
P4: Real soon love!
P4: On my way

In another instance, P6 and his girlfriend were chatting and
updating each other about the weather in the city. It was a
particularly foggy and dark day and P6 sent a selfie
showing the weather in the background as a way to show
his current status and to lighten the conversation a bit.
P6: Enjoy cleaning your storage area. It is dark dark dark dark dark
in the city right now.
F6: Yuck on the fog. It is sunny down here. I did not do my storage
area. I want to return Momo, went to [Laura]'s briefly and then went

to my moms. The visit to my mom was stressful and I am tired out.
How is your day going?
P6: Sorry you had a hard time with Mom again. That's tough. I am off
to the show now. It is bloody cold here. It's warmer if you there.

F6: Cool! I didnt know you have to do it that long....
F6: I am kind of our of it too. Tired!!! At a ramen soup place. Its
extremely loud. And im starving.ugh

F6:
P6:
F6: Cute photo! !! I wish I was there to warm you up. I'll be sure to
do that tomorrow when I see you. :-) can't wait to kiss you.

In sharing the experience with others, photos showing
affection do not have to be artistic or carefully taken. They
were taken because the sender knew that the other person in
the chat would appreciate them and they fit into the context
of the conversation while they were chatting. P6 shared a
dark and blurred selfie because he had complained about
the weather condition. He received affectionate feedback
from his girlfriend even though the photo was quite blurry.
If he did not describe the weather and the words of love
before sending the photo, the receiver would not have
understood. These examples show how photos are being
used in the context of the conversation to share particular
emotions and convey much deeper feelings of togetherness
than a short text message could evoke.
Filling in the Visual Details

Unlike the previous category, we observed other instances
where the image was not shared to create a feeling of
togetherness, but rather to fill in the visual details of a
scene. This practice was previously identified by earlier
studies on mobile image sharing practices from the feature
phone era [17]. However, by analyzing the conversations
around the media sharing, we found that our participants
largely focused on the conversation around the media,
rather than the media itself. The media our participants
shared in the messaging app served as an augmentation to
the conversation, mostly just filling in some visual details
of the scene. The main focus on interaction stayed in the
textual conversation, and in many cases the image content
was not even referred to in the text.
Our first subgroup in this theme highlights the act of
showing an object in the scene, as a way to visually show
what the participant’s environment looks like. In the
excerpt we show below, P6’s friend is chatting with him on
various topics. She first mentioned that she was in
Japantown. After several exchanges, she returned to
explaining where she was and told P6 that she was in a
ramen restaurant. To augment the text, she sent a photo of a
Chinese cat that was located in the restaurant. P6 did not
respond directly to the contents of the photo. Instead he
said, “Looks like you’re having fun.”
F6: Its kind sunny in Japan town. Thanks fir a great night. Let me
know your phone call dates and times and ill calendar them :)
P6: I just have an in person at [company] 08 20 at 1pm
P6: Hope you are doing well. I am off to the dentist in a bit.
...walking. i can't get my head together.

P6: Looks like you're having fun. Sorry about the noise
environment. Finally on my door walking towards the dentist.
PS6: I am in the city very close to your house…

Another subgroup contained images that filled out a visual
scene as a means to move along the conversation without
needing to describe something complex via text. Here, we
present a conversation between a husband and wife in
Taiwan. The husband (Friend of Taiwanese Participant 6, or
TF6) owns a small business where he has to deliver goods
every morning, and his wife (T6) is a housewife. They
communicate extensively when the husband is out on
delivery. In this log, the husband had a tire blow-out on the
highway and his wife was concerned about his situation.
TF6 sent a photo of the tire to augment the conversation.
Note that all conversations from Taiwanese participants
have been translated to English by the lead author.
TF6: Fuck~car had a blow-out
T6: How come
T6: Can you still drive it

TF6:
T6: Did you call back to the store and tell my mom
T6: Shit~ terrible
T6: Where are you now
T6: Did you go off the highway
TF6: Phone is acting funky
T6: Yours?
T6: Restart it
T6: What to do with flat tire
T6: The temperature is too high and the truck is loaded

During the interview, T6’s husband mentioned that even
though he could not respond his wife’s questions because
he was too busy working on fixing the tire, it is still nice to
have his wife “around” when he had a tire blow-out on a
hot summer day. Sending her a photo meant that “she can
see what is happening to me.” He snapped a photo of the
flat tire at a time when his hands were too busy to type a
long message explaining all of the damage. The photo gave
the relevant visual details to keep the conversation moving.
She was concerned and asked many questions.
In this same subgroup, we observed a participant sending
four photos to show his friend the visual details of several
aspects of his current location. Participant T5’s friend was
at a new gym location from a chain that they both belonged

to. He wanted to tell his friend about the new facilities in
the gym.
TF5: you need to present your photo ID to come in to the gym in
Tianmu
TF5: The facilities are newer
T5: show me some photos

TF5:
TF5: There are three floors
T5: What is this machine for
TF5: running
T5: So new!

created by both image and text together. Interestingly, TF5
took photos and he immediately moved on to send another
photo or a text message without lingering on the photo itself
or waiting for specific feedback on each one. They were
sent in a burst to share as much of the new gym as possible.
This was also seen in P6’s conversation, mentioned above.
When F6 shared a photo of the Chinese cat from Japan
town, not a single word of the object in the image was
mentioned by either side in the conversation. The image
merely added additional context to the text that was being
shared and helped describe the details of her surroundings
in more detail that might otherwise take many words to
convey. In these instances, photos really do say a thousand
words, words that are still difficult to type on the small
screen of a mobile phone.
Providing Background Context

TF5:
TF5: All are new
T5: I’ll go to that location next time to check them out
TF5: And the machine counts for you.

TF5:

TF5:
T5: What do you mean by the machine counts for you?
TF5: you don’t have to count for 15 times. The machine counts for
you and there’s time displayed.

TF5:
TF5: People swimming have great figures
T5: Gosh! Wipe your camera!
TF5: There’s a special layer on the glass!

Another theme that we identified centered on providing
background context for a conversation. Unlike the previous
categories where a photo was used to create togetherness or
describe a scene, in this section we observed photos helping
to set a common ground for the conversational topic, which
then continued utilizing the information that was gained in
the exchange of the image.
Sometimes, background context was provided in the form
of a screenshot. Participant T9 was having a long and
extensive conversation with a friend about her relationship
frustrations that lasted continuously for almost two hours.
She was talking about how she was treated by her partner
and her friend was angry because she was being treated
badly. In order to let her friend in the text message know
how furious another friend was about this situation, she
made a screen shot of this other conversation and pasted it
into this new discussion. The screen shot provided context
and background knowledge of the other friend’s perspective
on the subject matter and helped to move the conversation
along more smoothly as T9 continued on to tell the story
about how this other friend confronted her partner
yesterday.
Other examples of providing background context including
sending images of one’s location as a way to show where
the participant was currently located. T6 had asked her
husband where he was. Instead of describing his location
her via text, T6 sent a photo of the street to her:

T5: Why do they do that? It blocks the great view!

T6: Where are you

TF5: Haha!

T6: Are you far from me

It is worth noticing that the conversation flowed back and
forth between the text and the images. The conversation
centered on the larger context of visiting the new gym,
instead of any single photo itself. Although T5 asked
specifically for photos to view the environment, he only
mentioned one particular machine and commented, “so
new!,” after the first photo was sent. In the later responses,
he was carrying on the conversation not only based on the
text or images alone, but through the rich shared context

TF6:
T6: No wonder
T6: Buy tofu for lunch

T6, knowing where he was upon seeing the photo, replied
“Buy tofu for lunch.” The photo was taken immediately

after the wife asked about his location. He did not need to
say a word as the photo could be more expressive than
trying to explain exactly where he was. In this case, an
ordinary street view might mean nothing to other viewers,
but the wife knew exactly where her husband was by seeing
what he saw. She also knew that the tofu there was a
specialty, so the conversation then immediately used the
information and context gained from the photograph when
she asked her husband to bring some back to serve for
lunch. Rich context is shown through the photo taken from
right where he was standing. The conversation only took
four lines of text and one photo to complete. But quite a lot
of information and coordination occurred, including
reporting location and nearby places as well as planning for
a take-home lunch.
The photo itself is blurred and tilted. It is not the photo
itself that the participants cared about, but the fact that the
photo carries the context of the subject matter and helps to
move the conversation forward with richer detail than text
alone. T6’s husband told us: “Messaging apps give us a
sense of intimacy. I feel my wife is always by my side even
when I am out working. She asks me where I am and I send
texts and pictures to her. Sometimes she sends pictures and
videos of our children from home. I really like it.”
Participants also used other types of media to provide
context in a conversation. T5 was giving advice to his
friend on how to train in the gym. The friend wasn’t
completely convinced by him and seemed hesitant to take
the advice. Later, T5’s friend sent a link to a news story,
and said, “This is why I did not want to over-train myself.”
The news was about a well-trained, fit young man who got
severely hurt and paralyzed himself by doing too many situps. After reading the story, T5 understood his friend’s
perspective and responded, “And that’s why you need
professional advice.” Here, the link to the news story
served as a way to provide context of the current subject
matter without the participant needing to type out a
summary of the entire article on the small screen of the
phone to explain what was going on his mind.
Information Exchange

Other conversations demonstrated how mobile media was
used to share information or web links. In many cases, this
involved sharing screenshots of activity in other
applications, such as restaurant reservations or a webpage
while in other cases web links were sent directly in the chat
so that the recipient could see the same information that the
sender was looking at. In these cases, the context of the
screenshot or link saved a great deal of typing and
explaining, as the recipient could view the information
directly.
Our first subgroup in this category contained screenshots
that were shared when complex information needed to be
conveyed. T1 and her friend were discussing brunch plans.
As soon as they had a time and place that both sides agreed
on, T1 went to make a reservation at the restaurant on her

phone, captured a screenshot of reservation confirmation,
and sent it to her friend with the time and location of the
restaurant in the screenshot. Here, the participants were
multi-tasking on the mobile device and our participant
found an efficient way to share an entire screen full of
reservation information through a photo. We noticed
several examples of screenshot sharing, and found this to be
an interesting behavior that has not been fully examined in
the literature.
In another example, a participant asked his friend to send
him videos through our application (which did not support
sharing videos). He took and shared screenshots as
instructional steps, but his friend instead chose to respond
with a URL for him to download a video application.
T5: Send me G videos using this

T5:

T5:
TF5: http://www... [link to video site omitted from paper]
TF5: haha
T5: This is a website
TF5: Videos can be downloaded
T5: What does it take? Money? You always download them here?
T5: If the app can send videos, try it.
TF5: does not need money
TF5: can’t send

The conversation deals with media exchange instructions.
T5 asked his friend to send him a video using our
application. He was not sure whether his friend knew what
to do, so he immediately sent out two screen shots
explaining the steps needed to retrieve a video file from the
phone. His friend did not respond to the request directly,
but sent out a link for him to download the type of videos
that he was looking for. From this point, the conversation
takes two forks, one is around if T5’s friend has tried
sharing a video in our application while the other is about
the web link T5’s friend sent out. In the end, we see that the
participants have discovered that they cannot share video
files with each other using our application. By sharing
screenshots, they were able to describe complex
interactions that needed to be performed on the screen to
accomplish the task of sharing videos without needing to
explain what certain icons or buttons looked like. Sending
the link to the video app was a way for the friend to provide
another source for the content that was requested.

Other subgroup contained links that were shared to provide
needed information directly in the context of the
conversation. These links took the form of informational
websites, news articles, and governmental agencies. For
example, we observed participants responding to requests
for websites to set up utilities and others sending news
stories with local neighborhood events. Below, a participant
helps his friend, who has just moved to the area, to set up
cable TV and electricity service.
F5: Does this work? What cable provider should I use
P5: I think AT&T U-verse is the best value. They have good specials
F5: I will call them
P5: AT&T has good specials we can go to the store
F5: Ok
P5: I got a package with cable and internet $120/mo
F5: For gas and electric go to agog.com?
F5: Sfpg.con
P5: No it's www.pge.com
P5: Pacific Gas and Electric office is at Market and Main if you
need to go there
P6: My friend [Sean] works there

In this conversation, P5’s friend F5 needed the names of
cable and utility companies along with advice on which to
choose from his friend, because he had just moved to town.
They went back and forth a few times about the names of
the companies, and finally the correct link was sent which
resolved the question.
In these cases, one participant gave the other links or photos
about specific information that was needed for something
that the other was doing. This information is often shared
in the moment, to help the other person with a task. Often,
this was done with a screenshot or a link to a website with
additional information, and this information became a
central part of the conversation via text.
DISCUSSION

We have seen how shared mobile media in mobile instant
messaging is immersed and interwoven into text as a whole
narrative action. Our participants used photos, along with
screenshot images and web links, to share their current
context and related information with each other in the
context of a conversation. We have identified four key uses
of mobile media in text messaging: experiencing the
moment together, filling in the visual details, providing
background context, and information exchange. Through
analyzing conversations in a mobile messaging app, we
have shown how multimedia sharing in messaging apps is
not as much about the specific media that is shared, or the
quality of the images, but is about how mobile media can
combine with text to tell a broader story.
By stepping back from the images to address the
conversations as a whole, we have explored mobile
messaging in a new way, not previously reported in the
literature. We observed our participants augmenting their
conversations with quickly captured and often poor quality

photos taken in the moment to share their environment.
Rather than standing alone, we have seen how these photos
work in the context of a larger conversation to convey what
the person is currently experiencing in a way that would be
difficult to fully type out on a small phone keyboard. We
have shown how building up context through both text and
images is often used while conversing in messaging apps.
Mobile media, including photos, is just a part of the
contribution to the conversation. Furthermore, the images
that were shared were rather mundane, and not carefully
taken or edited. The receivers didn’t mind the lack of
quality of the images as long as the context could be
understood. We argue that multimedia sharing emerges
from the dialogue that is exchanged as receivers frequently
take photos in-the-moment and do not comment directly on
the photo but remain on the subject matter currently being
discussed in the dialog.
In early camera phone studies, Van House [18] explored the
social use of early cameraphones. However, this research
never addressed the conversation that occurred around the
photos. Back when these earlier studies were conducted,
images were often delivered quite asynchronously via email
that in those days was only checked sporadically and
mostly on fixed computers. As we have seen in our study,
mobile media sharing in text messages is now an everyday
practice that is mundane and ubiquitous. People do not
often share media through the messaging app for the sake of
sharing that specific content, rather the media enables the
users to be more immersed in the conversation, and to feel
more situated in the context of their conversational partner.
Sending media in messaging apps is an embodied
experience to express oneself, but the focus remains on the
overarching conversation in the interaction.
There are, however, some limitations to our study. While
we recruited participants from two different countries, the
small-scale, qualitative nature of the study cannot claim that
we have observed representative practices in either country
or any specific differences between countries. The goal of
our work was to recruit a very broad set of participants
from two different regions of the world in order to see how
these 40 participants communicated over a period of three
weeks.
Also, this data was obtained using a specialized
communications application, created to collect a
communication log that both sides consented to sharing.
We have no way of knowing what was shared in other
communication applications such as SMS or LINE, or what
percent of all communications we obtained. While we
designed our application to look very similar to the default
SMS application, differences, such as not being able to send
videos, may have also affected use.
Despite these limitations, we have extended the
understanding of current messaging practices that have
been augmented with rich media of images and web links.
We have demonstrated how this media weaves into the

larger conversation as situated and embodied practice and
that text and photos are both constitutive elements that form
the overall conversation that emerges over time. Photos and
other multi-media pieces are not an end itself but rather an
artifact that is being shaped by the interaction.

there. Most frequently, the media itself was not the focus
of the message. However, it is currently difficult to get at

INSPIRED DESIGNS

Based on our analysis of current messaging practices
around mobile photos and website links, we have identified
several application designs that have the potential to
enhance the experience of mobile media sharing and
conversation. In this section, we will detail two of these
designs.
Deep Immersion

Our first design concept centers on deeply connecting
people to the places and environments of their
conversational partner. Following directly from findings
about sharing what a place looks like, from cafes to the
Chinese cat in the shop, we see great potential in the idea of
connecting people to further information sources about the
location and immersing them in the environment of the
other person. We often saw that these images were not
actively part of the conversation and were just shared to
provide some context. Often, no direct response was given
to the sharing of the image. Therefore, we see an
opportunity for providing a great deal of other contextual
information about the place where a user is located - if they
decide that they want to share their location with their
conversational partner.

Figure 2: A “deep immersion” messaging application that
shares photos, reviews, and comments from the places
where the sender is located.

There are several ways that this can be accomplished. First,
the wealth of third party content about places can be
leveraged to allow people to learn more about the location
where their friend is located. One way to do this is to
incorporate photos of different aspects of the venue from
services such as Yelp or Foursquare. Ambient audio from
the venue can also be shared, evoking experiences similar
to Frohlich’s Audiophotography [6], but in near real time
and across a distance, evoking feelings of connection and
presence.
This content can become a central part of the messaging
experience, with pre-existing and contextually relevant
photos taking over the background of the chat window,
further immersing the user in the context of the remote
participant. Further information about the venue can be
available for exploration, to help the user learn more about
where their friend is currently spending time. Figure 2
depicts what this might look like.
Insert from Local History

Another design concept relies on providing easy access to
recent content on the phone. We repeatedly observed
participants sending recently browsed links, recently
captured photos, screenshots of other apps, or contact
information from recent communications in messages. For
our participants, inserting media into a conversation was
meant to provide additional detail or an experience of being

Figure 3: Insert from Local History. The space below the
text input field includes recently captured photos, recently
visited webpages, and screenshots from other apps that are
running on the phone. All of which can be inserted in the
conversation with a single tap.

this recent content from most messaging apps, requiring
cumbersome interactions often involving multiple
applications. In order to help in sharing recent content in
the flow of a conversation, messaging platforms should
make it easy to share recent content of all types with a
conversational partner.
This can be enabled with an “Insert Recent” option, which
then displays recently visited websites, recently captured
photos, or other recently browsed content. Figure 3 shows
such an interface where recent photos, webpages, and
screenshots are all available to be inserted with just one
touch.
CONCLUSION

Our work investigated how multimedia was used in the
context of conversations in a mobile messaging application.
We have described how multimedia and text are mutually
constitutive in message exchange on mobile phones and
how rich media is weaved into the conversation and melts
into the context as a moment in a continuous narrative
action. As new messaging platforms evolve, more research
is needed to understand how other types of media, such as
videos and voice notes, are being used to augment textual
conversation in everyday interactions. New designs should
allow for multimedia and text to be easily merged together
in the course of conversations and should limit the steps
necessary to insert a wide variety of rich media.
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